RESOLUTION 176 (VIII)

BUDGET OF THE AGENCY

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND BUDGETARY MATTERS

The General Conference,

Having analyzed the Draft Budget for the biennium 1984-1985 submitted by the Secretary General in document CG/246 Prov.,

Resolves:


2. That these credits be used with the necessary flexibility to carry out credit transfers of items at the discretion of the Secretary General, for purposes stipulated in the aforementioned document CG/246 Prov.

3. That the credits detailed in the preceding paragraph 2 are to be covered by contributions assigned to the States according to the scale established by the General Conference in Resolution CG/RES.177 (VIII), not failing to make the necessary adjustments required, caused by the admission of new Member States.

(Adopted on the Forty-seventh Session, held on May 18, 1983)